We propose a new image multiresolution transform that is suited for both lossless (reversible) and lossy compression. The new transformation is similar to the subband decomposition, but can be computed with only integer addition and bit-shift operations. During its calculation the number of bits required to represent the transformed image is kept small through careful scaling and truncations. Numerical results show that the entropy obtained with the new transform is smaller than that obtained with predictive coding of similar complexity. In addition, we propose entropy-coding methods that exploit the multiresolution structure, and can e ciently compress the transformed image for progressive transmission (up to exact recovery). The lossless compression ratios are among the best in the literature, and simultaneously the rate vs. distortion performance is comparable to those of the most e cient lossy compression methods.
I. Introduction
There are important image applications where some processing (e.g., subtraction, ltering, contrast enhancement, etc.) should be applied to archived or transmitted images. In those cases lossy compression methods may destroy some of the information required during processing, or add artifacts which lead to erroneous interpretations. Quite frequently the user of those applications wants to have total control of the precision in which the image pixels are represented, and prefers to have the image compressed with a lossless (or reversible) method.
Lossless compression is also indicated for images obtained at great cost, such as space and medical images, when it is unwise to discard any information that may be useful later. Nevertheless, images are frequently visually inspected, and it is interesting to have a compression scheme that simultaneously allows fast inspection and, only when necessary, exact recovery of the image. Traditionally, the user had to choose di erent coding methods depending whether the highest compression or fast inspection was desired 2]. In this paper we propose e cient coding methods that achieve both of those objectives.
We consider two s c hemes of progressive transmission (or recovery) for fast inspection: progressive-delity and progressive-resolution. In the rst case we assume that the image is observed at its full size. Initially only the main components of the image are transmitted and shown, and some form of interpolation is used to cover the missing details, which are progressively added. This way the image quality is gradually improved until perfect reconstruction. In the progressive-resolution transmission scheme an image with reduced resolution (to be displayed in a small size) is transmitted rst. Afterwards, the information to obtain images with increasing dimension or resolution (i.e., larger viewing area or pixels/area) from the smaller versions is transmitted. This is useful when several images are simultaneously displayed for inspection (e.g., in a 4 4 a r r a y), and later magni ed or processed.
Some of the most e ective methods for lossless compression use linear predictive coding 1, 2], which has been adopted for lossless compression in the JPEG Still Picture Compression Standard 3]. This form of compression is usually de ned for a single resolution, and in a way that the image can only be recovered in its entirety, w h i c h impedes fast inspection. Several ad hoc methods have been proposed for lossless compression with progressive-delity transmission 4, 5] , but their performance is much inferior to the lossy compression methods. Recently a tree-structured vector quantizer was proposed by E ros et al. 6 ] for progressive-delity transmission, which should provide good quality images at low bit rates, but is not e cient for lossless compression. More e cient fast inspection can be obtained with the lossy-plus-residual methods 1, 20] .
Excellent lossy compression results have been obtained using the wavelet transform 7, 8] . In an image context, it produces a multiresolution representation, which has been shown to be naturally suited for progressive transmission. One multiresolution transform for lossless compression is known in the medical imaging community as the S (Sequential) transform 1, 9, 11]. Another method that enables progressive-resolution transmission is called HINT (Hierarchical Interpolation) 2, 12] . These transformations are fairly e cient, but some studies 2] show that they may not be as e ective as predictive c o d i n g .
In this paper we propose a new multiresolution transformation for both lossless and lossy compression called the S+P transform. Numerical results show that the S+P transform yields more compression than single-resolution linear predictive coding methods of similar complexity, and can be calculated with a very small computational e ort. Furthermore, we propose entropycoding methods that exploit the multiresolution structure, and that can e ciently compress the S+P transformed image for progressive-resolution transmission. For progressive-delity transmission we propose an embedded coding method, and show that its rate-distortion function is comparable to those of the most e cient lossy compression methods. The compression rates obtained with both types of progressive transmission are among the best in the literature. Thus, we s h o w that, with the proper image transformation, fast inspection schemes can be readily combined with lossless compression, resulting in a negligible penalty in both compression e ciency and coding complexity.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section, Section II, describes the general form of the S+P transform. In Section III we consider the optimization of some of its parameters using a frequency-domain analysis, and compare its entropy with those obtained by other transforms. In Section IV we propose coding methods for progressive-resolution transmission, and compare the lossless compression rates with those obtained with other entropy-coding methods. The coding method for progressive-delity transmission, together with rate vs. PSNR results, are presented in Section V. Section VI contains information about accessing the source code of the codecs and the conclusions of the paper.
II. The S+P Transform
We n o w present the S transform, which is similar to the Haar multiresolution image representation 10]. There are di erent de nitions of the S transform in the literature, but most di er only in some implementation details.
A sequence of integers c n], n = 0 : : : N ; 1, with N even, can be represented by t h e t wo sequences: 
which means that the average variance of l n] a n d h n] is smaller than the variance of c n] when > 1=3. Thus, even though we expect to have E fl n]l n +1 ] g < 2 , i t i s u s u a l l y a d v antageous to apply the same decomposition to l n]. The two-dimensional transformation is done by applying the transformation (1) sequentially to the rows and columns of the image, as shown in Fig. 1 . The coe cients corresponding to ll in Fig. 1 are the mean of 2 2 pixel blocks, and they form another image with half the resolution. The same transformation is applied to these reduced resolution \mean images" to form an hierarchical pyramid 7] .
Note that the maximum number of bits required to represent e a c h pixel in the ll images does not change with each transformation. For example, if the gray-level original image has 8 bits per pixel (bpp), the reduced ll image also has 8 bpp. On the other hand, the other pixels require a signed representation with a larger number of bits. Except for the truncations in (1) and (2) , this transformation corresponds to a subband decomposition 11]. The low resolution (ll) images are formed with mean values (a form of lowpass ltering), which reduces aliasing, and is superior to un ltered subsampling used by linear interpolation methods 2, 12] .
The S transform is simple, can be very e ciently calculated, and signi cantly reduces the rst-order entropy. H o wever, it leaves a residual correlation between the highpass components, which is due to aliasing from the low frequency components of the original image. Hence, we could expect an improvement if better lters were used. However, arithmetic operations with integer numbers create a statistical dependence in the least signi cant bits, which is irrelevant for lossy compression, but that must be removed for e cient lossless compression. This means that for lossless compression we m ust always pay attention to the truncation.
To solve this problem we can use the fact that predictive coding does not have to be linear for perfect reconstruction. Hence the prediction value can be truncated to an integer. Thus, we can improve the S transform with predictive coding. However, instead of using prediction in the nal S-transformed pyramid, in the S+P transform (S-transform + P rediction) we use, during each one-dimensional transformation, some values of l n] a n d h n] to estimate the value of a given h n o ]. Calling the estimatesĥ n], the di erences 
the general form of our estimation is:
We use l n] instead of l n] t o h a ve zero-mean estimation terms, and thus there is no need to subtract the mean from c n]. Note that the index i can be negative because l n] is not replaced by a prediction error. To simplify the notation we disregard, for now, the image borders. During the inverse one-dimensional transformation the prediction can be added following a reverse order, (9) so that the values of h n] required to calculate the prediction for the current n have already been recovered. The inverse one-dimensional S transform (2) is calculated after the sequence h n] is recovered. The two-dimensional S+P transform is also implemented by applying the onedimensional S+P transformation sequentially to the columns and rows of the image. However, note that (6) is not linear due to the truncation, and this makes the order of transformations important. For instance, if the transformation was applied rst to the columns and then to the rows, the inverse transformation must be applied rst to the rows and then to the columns. In short, the inverse transformation algorithm is just like the transformation algorithm running \backwards."
III. Selection of the Predictor Coefficients
We h a ve studied three schemes for the determination of the predictor coe cients i and j in equation (8): minimum entropy, m i n i m um variance, and frequency domain design. The coe cients that minimize the ( rst-order) entropy can be found with the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm 13], but their calculation requires a computational e ort too large for practical applications. They are used as a benchmark, to evaluate the performance of the other schemes. The coe cients that minimize the variance of h d n] can be found by solving the Yule-Walker equations 2]. However, this common approach does not necessarily minimize the entropy of the S+P transformed image, and numerical results have shown that even with high-order adaptive predictors the minimum-variance schemes were inferior to xed predictors designed in the frequency-domain, the approach that is explained in the rest of this section. 1 See Section VI for information about how to obtain the source code with the S+P transform.
If we disregard the truncations, we can combine (1), (6) , (7), and (8) 
It is unusual to have a noncausal response with predictive coding, but as explained in Section II, this is possible because the values of l n] are not replaced by the prediction. Since most of the image energy is normally concentrated in the low frequencies, to reduce the variance of h d n] w e should select a lter with a strong attenuation in the low frequencies. However, due to the structure of (10) and the requirements for a reversible transformation, stronger attenuation in the low frequencies inevitably leads to a larger gain in the high frequencies. For example, by selecting the gain F (z)j z=;1 we can obtain sets of frequency responses like those shown in Fig. 2 . In theory the choice for the best predictor depends on the image's characteristics: smooth and noiseless images are better compressed using the lter with the largest attenuation in the low frequencies, while noisy and very detailed images require a lter with small gain at the high frequencies. However, it has been observed that the entropy has a l o w sensitivity to the predictor parameters, and that predictor parameter choice is not critical 14]. Thus, there are good \universal" predictors, i.e., those that are e ective for a broad class of images (e.g., portraits, landscape, medical, etc.). After extensive tests with di erent types of images we selected the two predictors with coe cients listed in Table I . Predictor A has the smallest computational complexity, B is indicated for natural images, and C for very smooth medical images. They provide very good performance, with the additional advantage that bit-shifts can be used instead of multiplications or divisions. For instance, predictor B can be calculated asĥ n] = 1 8 f 2 ( l n] + l n + 1 ] ; h n + 1 ] ) + l n + 1 ] g: (11) In the image borders we use the predictorŝ h 0] = l 1]=4 ĥ N=2 ; 1] = l N=2 ; 1]=4: (12) We tested the selected predictors on the set of images listed in Table II . The rst four are well known, and can be seen in the references 17, 19, 20] . The others are medical images. The X-ray images are the same as those used in 6]. The rst-order entropy of the S+P transformed image (6 level pyramid) is shown in Table III . These entropies are the weight e d m e a n o f t h e entropies in each o f t h e p yramid levels|a more accurate estimate of the bit rates when adaptive entropy-coding is used. The labels A-C in each column indicate the corresponding predictor in Table I . The label P indicates the minimum-entropy sixth-order predictor found with the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm for that image. To g i v e a reference for comparisons Table III also shows the rst-order entropy obtained with the lossless JPEG third-order predictors #4 and #7 3], and with the hierarchical interpolation (HINT) method 12]. We see that the di erence between the S and S+P transforms is signi cant, and that the S+P consistently yields the smallest values. Also, note that the predictors B and C come very close to the optimal, represented by P . It can be argued that the S+P entropy in some Table III : Comparative e v aluation of the rst-order entropy (bpp) obtained with di erent image transformations. B and C are the predictors de ned in Table I and P is the minimum-entropy optimal predictor. The JPEG numbers indicate the DPCM predictors.
cases is not much smaller than JPEG's. However, the capability of progressive transmission is quite important and should be taken into account. Compared to the HINT method, the S+P transform has the advantages that its reduced-resolution images have better quality, and that it can be used for progressive-delity transmission (see Section V).
IV. Entropy-Coding for Progressive-Resolution Transmission
The progressive-resolution transmission schemes are easily implemented from the multiresolution transform because, in this case, the encoder just has to code the pixels beginning from the highest level of the pyramid. The decoder, after receiving the data up to level l, can recover an image with dimensions 2 l smaller than the original. For entropy-coding the S+P transform we use the fact that there is a statistical dependence between pixels of the transformed image which cannot be further reduced by linear predictive methods, but that can be exploited during coding. In practice, we should also pay attention to the complexityof the coding methods, and observe that there are components of the transformed image that cannot be e ciently compressed, and may be transmitted uncoded. This fact was used to de ne one entropy coding method in the JPEG still-picture compression standard 3].
In JPEG's method an integer value is decomposed in three parts: the length in bits, the sign, and a magnitude-di erence. The magnitude-di erence is the di erence between the actual magnitude and the lowest magnitude in a particular prede ned set of transform pixel magnitudes. The length, which is the number of bits needed to express the sign and this magnitude-di erence, is entropy-coded forming the variable-length-code (VLC), and then the sign and the magnitude-di erence are transmitted uncoded in the variable-length-integer (VLI) format. (See 3] for more details.) With this representation there is a small loss due to the fact that the VLI's are not entropy-coded, but with the advant a g e t h a t t h e n umber of VLC symbols is small, which simpli es the entropy-coding process. In other words, with this representation we can get bit rates near those that would be obtained if the complete integers were entropy-coded, but with a smaller complexity.
We use the same approach t o e n tropy-code the S+P transform. However, to reduce the loss that must occur with the uncoded transmission of part of the numbers, we propose a slightly more complex integer representation, which is de ned in Table IV . With this representation the number of a magnitude set (MS) is entropy-coded rst, and, depending on its value, it is followed by the sign bit and the magnitude-di erence bits. For example, the numbers 15 {16 are transmitted with the sequences (7, +, 3) and (8, {, 0), respectively. We used two w ell-known entropy coding methods in our coding tests: Hu man and Arithmetic. The rst is preferred when the hardware resources are limited, and coding/decoding speed is a prime objective 1]. Arithmetic coding is somewhat slower than Hu man, but it is much more versatile and e ective. It can be easily made adaptive 15, 16] , and also exploit high-order dependencies with the use of conditioning contexts 5, 18] . We used the adaptive arithmetic coding program of Witten et al. because its source code is listed in ref. 15] .
We propose three coding methods, numbered I{III, which are used to evaluate the true compression rates that can be achieved with the S+P transform. These methods are very simple, and yet remarkably e cient.
Method I { Here we use an entropy-coding method quite similar to the one used in JPEG's standard for lossless compression 3]. The main di erences are: (1) the S+P transform replaces DPCM, (2) a Hu man code optimized for each i m a g e ( t wo-pass coding) replaces JPEG's xed Hu man code (one-pass). Table IV is used, with the magnitude set (MS) information being arithmetic coded conditioned to the mean MS value of the adjacent pixels. For example, the MS of pixel x in Fig. 3 (a) is coded conditioned to the mean MS of the pixels a, b, c, a n d d. Since the average MS is a growing function of the variance, with this method the encoder can detect the activity (or \local variance") in that region of the transformed image, and code the MS symbol accordingly. This dependence between magnitudes occurs not only locally, but is also observed between pixels in di erent l e v els of the hierarchical pyramid. For that reason, the MS value of the pixel in the same spatial orientation, and in the next level of the pyramid (as shown in Fig. 3 (b) ), is also used as a coding context. More formally, let MS(i j ) be the magnitude-set of pixel (i j ). MS(i j ) is coded conditioned to the pair (MS MS p ), where MS is the mean MS of the adjacent pixels, rounded to the next integer, and MS p MS(b i=2 c b j = 2 c) is the MS of the \parent" pixel in the pyramid structure.
Method II { In this method the MS-VLI representation of
In practice this conditional coding was done by selecting, for each coded MS, an adaptive model 15] numbered K = m i n (4 MS) + 5 min(4 MS p ). This limits the number of adaptive models (conditioning contexts) to 25, with each model containing a number of symbols equal to the number of magnitude sets present i n t h a t i m a g e ( t ypically 16 for 8-bit images).
The method above is similar to the use of \buckets" for complexity reduction 18]. However, we w ent one step further: the sign and magnitude-di erence were also arithmetic coded, but to increase the e ciency we used a xed (instead of adaptive) uniform-distribution model, and we also used the fact that the number of symbols inside each set of Table IV is a power of two to substitute some products by bit-shifts. This is equivalent to the uncoded transmission of the sign and magnitude-di erence bits. This modi cation yields a 25{35% reduction in the coding/decoding times.
Method III { This is the method of set partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT), introduced in 22] for progressive-delity transmission, and here used with the S+P transform. Its adaptation for lossless compression is described in Section V. Its bit rates required for perfect reconstruction are shown here to facilitate the comparisons.
The coding results are shown in Table V . All the bit rates presented in that table are calculated from the size of the compressed les, including a small header, and are not entropy estimates. In all tests the S+P transform pyramids have s i x l e v els. The predictor with smallest entropy w as selected for each image, with predictor C used for the medical images CT 1{4 and XR 1, and predictor B used for the other images. For a comparison with other coding methods, Table V also shows the rates presented in 17], 20] and 6].
We can see that the best progressive-resolution results are obtained with Method II. For reference, the second column in Table V shows the rst-order entropy, w h i c h is the lower bound for compression methods that do not exploit higher order dependencies, of the S+P transformed images. Note that it can code, in some cases, to rates more than 0.5 bpp below the rst-order entropy, w h i c h i s u n usual for lossless compression, when the gains are usually modest. On the other hand, the use of arithmetic coding makes it slower than Method I.
A comparative e v aluation of coding methods is particularly di cult for lossless compression of medical images, because many published results were obtained using the author's own images. There are also results based on entropy estimates that turned out to be over-optimistic and were later corrected by the authors.
In Table V (Table V) were obtained with very low JPEG \quality v alues." Better lossy reproductions require 0.2{0.5 bpp increase in their rates. From this comparative analysis we can conclude that the results obtained with the S+P transform and the proposed coding methods are among the best known, while simultaneously having low-complexity and allowing full use of progressive transmission.
V. Progressive-Fidelity Transmission
For progressive-delity transmission we use the method of set partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) 22], which is in principle similar to the Embedded Zerotree Wavelet (EZW) algorithm 21]. SPIHT is presently one of the most e cient known for lossy compression, both in terms of speed and compression. In addition, it has several other advantages: it is completely adaptive it is simple to implement and it produces a fully embedded message, i.e., a message corresponding to a rate R 0 bits always forms the rst R 0 bits of any message with rate R 1 R 0 . With embedded coding, at any p o i n t in the decoding process it is possible to recover the lossy version with distortion corresponding to the rate of the received message, which a l l o ws coding/decoding to exactly the desired rate or distortion. One important p r o p e r t y of the SPIHT algorithm is that it codes information corresponding to individual bits of the transformed image, following a bit-plane ordering. Thus, it shares some characteristics of the well-known bit-plane binary coding methods, and can be used for lossless compression. However, it also has quite distinct characteristics: the bits are not transmitted in the usual line-by-line order, and tree structures are used in such a w ay that, with a single coded symbol, the decoder can infer that the all bits in a large region of a given bit plane are zero.
The coding e ciency of the SPIHT algorithm comes from exploiting the self-similarity present in the wavelet multiresolution representation|a property also present in the S+P transformed images. The only reason the S+P transform cannot be used directly with SPIHT is that, for embedded lossy compression, the transmission priority given by the bit planes will minimize the mean squared-error (MSE) distortion only when the transformation is unitary. The S+P transform is not unitary, b u t w e can get a good approximation considering that, if we had used 
instead of (1), we w ould have a unitary transformation. Combining the corrective factors in the two-dimensional transformation we conclude that the S transform would be approximately unitary if multiplied b y the factors shown in Fig. 4 . Since the S transform coe cients are integers and the scaling factors are powers of two, they can be considered implicitly while coding. Due to these advantages, we used the same scaling factors with the S+P transform.
In the progressive-delity transmission scheme the decoder initially sets the transformed image to zero and updates its pixel values using the coded message. The decoder can decide at which rate to stop, and then it calculates the inverse S+P transform to obtain a lossy version of the image. If it continues decoding to the end of the le, the image is recovered exactly. Thus, all SPIHT results presented here were obtained from the same le.
The SPIHT algorithm can be used to code all bit planes to recover the image exactly. However, when it codes the least signi cant bits its e ciency decreases, mostly in terms of speed and memory usage. This usually happens for a bit rate when the lossy version of the image is visually indistinguishable from the original, and for that reason we h a ve c hosen to use a h ybrid method: SPIHT is used to code up to the third least signi cant bit, and then we u s e a simpli ed version of Method II, described in Section IV, to code the remaining bit planes. A description of the SPIHT algorithm that we used can be found in ref . 22] . The main di erence is that here the SPIHT method was changed to disregard the parts of the bit planes that due to scaling are identically zero.
The progressive-delity transmission results obtained with the image Lena are shown in Fig. 5 . The peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) is de ned by PSNR = 10 log 10 255
These rate vs. PSNR results are excellent, considering the speed of the S+P transform and decoding algorithm, and the possibility of exact recovery. They are slightly inferior (usually less than 1 dB) to those obtained with the SPIHT algorithm 22] on a wavelet transform, and are practically equal or superior to the EZW method 21] and other much more complex coding methods, like subband coding with adaptive v ector quantization 23].
The rates for perfect reconstruction are shown in Table V , where the method above i s identi ed as Method III. Note that these rates are near those obtained with Method II for progressive-resolution transmission, i.e., progressive-delity i s a c hieved with a very small loss in compression, in contrast to the penalty incurred by the lossless tree-structured vector quantization (ref. 6] in Table V ). Fig. 6 shows the lossy version of the image Lena coded with this method, at rate 0.2 bpp. Like subband coded images there are no blocking artifacts, and, even though a bit-plane approach w as used, the inverse S+P transformation completely eliminates the \contouring" artifacts usually present in bit-plane coded images. 
VI. Summary and Conclusions
We h a ve proposed a new image multiresolution transformation, called S+P transform, which is suited for both lossy and lossless compression. It is shown that it can be computed with a small computational e ort, using only integer additions and bit-shifts. Numerical results show that the entropy of the transformed images is smaller than that obtained with predictive c o d i n g methods of similar complexity. In addition, we proposed coding methods that exploit the multiresolution representation for e cient progressive transmission. The methods for progressiveresolution transmission have l o w complexity, and still can compress the images to rates among the best in the literature. An embedded-coding method was proposed for progressive-delity transmission, and it is shown that it yields a rate vs. distortion curve superior to much m o r e sophisticated vector quantization methods and inferior only to the most e cient lossy compression methods employing wavelet transforms. At the same time, its rates to code the image for lossless recovery are very near those obtained with the progressive-resolution methods.
Thus, we h a ve s h o wn that, with the proper multiresolution representation, it is possible to have compression schemes allowing e cient and fast inspection of the images|in a reduced resolution or in a lossy reconstruction|and simultaneously code the images with performance comparable to the best known schemes for lossy or lossless compression.
The codec programs with the methods proposed in this paper, including the S+P transform, can be obtained via anonymous ftp from the host ipl.rpi.edu, directory pub/EW Code, w i t h instructions in the le README.
